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Analytical expressions for the longitudinal coupling impedance of a toroidal beam tube with rectangular cross
section and loss-less walls have been derived by complementary methods, emphasizing the non-resonant region.
A simple analytical expression for the longitudinal coupling impedance below the resonance region has been
obtained by a perturbation method in which the current-induced electromagnetic fields are expanded into a power
series in curvature and substituted directly into Maxwell's equations. Rigorous solutions valid at all mode numbers
and frequencies have been found by the methods of field matching as well as eigenfunction expansion. From the
exact solutions, simple analytical expressions for the non-resonant region have been derived in the limit of small
curvature using asymptotic expansions of cross-product Bessel functions dedicated to the present problem. The
resulting expression for the coupling impedance consists of the space charge impedance of the straight beam pipe
plus a correction term due to the curvature. It has been verified numerically that this result is in full agreement
with the exact solution below the first resonance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The longitudinal·coupling impedance of a toroidal beam tube is a topic of long standing. In
contrast to a straight tube, curved structures allow waves propagating with a phase velocity
smaller than that of light. Consequently, a curved beam tube acts like a slow-wave structure
and coupling to the beam is possible, which may be described by the longitudinal coupling
impedance of the structure. A general formal treatment of the fields induced by a beam in
a toroidal chamber was first published by van Bladel, however without apparent impact on
the subsequent studies.! Better known seems to be the work by Neil2 and Neil, Judd &
Laslett.3 The continuing interest in this topic was demonstrated at the 1987 Workshop on
Impedance Beyond Cutoff,4 by the papers of Warnock & Morton5 and Ng,6 in which many
additional references to earlier work can be found.
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Most studies addressed the resonant behavior well above cutoff. Considering the long-
wavelength region (i.e. below the lowest resonance), Ruggiero conjectured the possibility
of a high Z/n near cutoff resulting from the curved beam tubes in RHIC dipoles.7 This was
discussed at the 1988 Workshop on the RHIC Perjormance,S,g,10 and the need for a more
careful treatment of the long-wavelength limit was recognized. Ng and Warnock responded
to this challenge and derived an approximate expression for the coupling impedance
below the resonance region, but valid beyond cutoff by using Olver's uniform asymptotic
expansions (referred to as Debye's in their paper) of modified Bessel functions. 11 Their
results indicated that the total sub-resonant coupling impedance is given by the sum of the
straight beam tube space-charge term plus a curvature term, which does not vanish in the
relativistic case v rv c.
A rectangular cross section allows exact analytical solutions in terms of Bessel func-
tions. Extracting a low-frequency approximation involves, however, the use of asymptotic
expansions and cancellation of large terms demanding an extremely careful mathematical
treatment. Since in the non-resonant case the field configuration is only slightly disturbed
by the curvature of the beam tube, the use of perturbation methods was suggested. 10, 12
The perturbation treatment of electromagnetic problems is well-established due to the work
by Jouguet13 and Lewin14 and its application to the present prob'lem conveys considerable
physical insight without loss of accuracy.
In the present paper, a simple analytical expression for the curvature term of the sub-
resonant longitudinal coupling impedance is derived by expanding the electromagnetic
fields in a power series in curvature of the toroidal beam tube and by substituting them
directly into Maxwell's equations. The explicit solution was obtained by using the symbolic
manipulation program MACSYMA, a tool which has been essential to this study. It has
been computationally verified that the results presented here are in better agreement with
the exact solution than the Ng & Warnock approximation, although the differences are
inconsequential.
For completeness sake, Warnock & Morton's exact solution5 is rederived by the method
of field matching15 on a vertical plane. The solution here presented has the advantage of
giving separate exact expressions for the space charge term and the residual curvature term.
The absence of a singularity in the vicinity of cutoff is demonstrated directly by the use of
power series expansions for the modified Bessel functions with details given in Appendix
A. In addition, it will be shown that the perturbation result can be derived directly from the
exact solution, with the analytical expression for the non-resonant region being obtained in
the limit of small curvature using asymptotic expansions of cross-product Bessel functions,
dedicated to the present problem. The derivation of the asymptotic cross-product Bessel
functions via a perturbation treatment is presented in the Appendix B. In the Appendix C,
the perturbation result will be confirmed by using Olver's uniform asymptotic expansions
of modified Bessel functions.
Complementary exact solutions valid at all mode qumbers and frequencies have been
derived by the methods of field matching on a horizontal plane, as well as eigenfunction
expansion. 16 These solutions completely avoid the apparent singularity at cutoffand are thus
well suited for a computational treatment. In particular, the eigenfunction expansion leads
to an expression for the longitudinal coupling impedance in the conventional description of
resonant circuits, allowing simple approximations in the vicinity of resonances, and is thus
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particularly well suited to the resonant region. Asymptoti~ expansions of the eigenfunctions
are derived in Appendix D. Finally, it has been verified by the summation of series that the
various solutions obtained are mathematically equivalent. The mathematical proof of the
equivalence between the expressions from matching on a vertical plane and eigenfunction
expansions is given in Appendix E.
2 STRAIGHT BEAM TUBE
The foundation for the present study is laid by first establishing the electromagnetic fields
resulting from a beam traveling in a straightened out beam tube assumed to have loss-less
walls. The filamentary beam current and space charge traveling in the () direction on a radius




with the mode number n and frequency w = vn/RB. Unless stated otherwise, the beam
trajectory is assumed to be centered in the toroidal beam tube with central radius R, implying
x = 0, Z = 0, and w = vn/R.
The induced fields are pure transverse magnetic (TM with no magnetic field in direction
of propagation, He = 0). In the case here considered of a beam tube with rectangular cross
section as shown in Figure 1, the field expressions can be obtained by the method of field
matching or by expansion into normal modes. The detailed presentation of both methods
in the simpler case of the straight beam tube will facilitate the development of the exact
solution in the toroidal geometry. The two methods are complementary, with field matching
advantageous for the nonresonant region and the normal mode expansion preferable for the
treatment of resonances.
2.1 Field Matching
A convenient method of obtaining an expression for the longitudinal coupling impedance
presented by a smooth beam tube with rectangular cross section (Figure 1) to a filamentary
current involves field expansion and matching along a vertical plane common to the inner
and outer subregion. In a straight tube, expansion of the fields in terms of pure TM modes
is appropriate.
The centered filamentary current is represented by a current sheet in the vertical plane,
2/ . e . ~ie = -8(x)e-Jn eJwt L.JCOS~mZ
h m
with ~m = mn/ h; m = odd. To achieve notational simplicity, the index m and the common








FIGURE 1: Toroidal Beam Tube Geometry
s = Re
f= R+ x
The TM field components in each subregion are obtained using the Bromwich method17







Hz = jw-, Hx = -jw-, He = 0ax az
Together with the boundary conditions u = 0 in each subregion at x = ±wand z = ±h12
one finds
where
{ + for x < 0u = ±sinhX(x ± w)cos~ze-jne _ for x > 0 (7)
(8)
the Lorentz factor y = (1 - v2)-1/2 (in natural units with c = /10 = 1) and v = nlRB.
Again, the beam is assumed centered, hence v = n1R.
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TABLE 1: Field Components for TM Mode in Inner/Outer (±) Subregions
E - ±..!.L sinhx(x±w) On c -jnO
z - vhX cosh XW Sl sze
I cosh X(x±w) c - jnO
Ex = ":fvh coshxw cossze
Eo· - ± o~ sinhX(x±w) c -jnO
- 1 vy2hX cosh XW cos sze
Hz ± I cosh X(x±w) c -jnO
= Ii cosh XW cos sze
H ± I h sinh X(x±w) 0 c -jnO
x = I ~ X cosh Xw sIn';) ze
Ho =0
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The field in each subregion is given as a series in the TM modes, with one set each
of expansion coefficients in inner (x < 0) and outer (x > 0) region respectively.
The coefficients can be obtained for each index m separately by requiring continuity of
Ee, Ez, He and application of Ampere's law to Hz at the vertical current sheet. For the pure
TM mode, the matching conditions reduce to only the two involving Hz and Ez with Ee
and He being automatically satisfied. The resulting field components for the TM mode are
given in Table 1.
The longitudinal coupling impedance is defined by
with the result
2rr
Z R! 0 e
- = -- Ee(z = 0, x = 0)e1n de
n nI
o
~ = _j 2Jr L tanh wJ~~ + (vjy)2
n vy2 m odd hJ~~ + (vjy)2
(9)
(10)
in natural units. For SI units, multiply Zjn by Zo = eILo ~ 377 Q.
The sum is non-convergent. A finite beam size would limit the range of the summation
index and remove the singularity in the coupling impedance. In fact, the qualitative aspects
of the solution are preserved by retaining only the fundamental mode m = 1. As expected,
the coupling impedance due to space charge is non-resonant and vanishes in the extreme
relativistic case of v ~ 1.
The coupling impedance for a horizontally displaced beam, located at RB = R + x, is
readily found to be
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(11)Z _ . 2n '" tanh Xm W ( sinh
2 XmX )
- - -j-2 L..J 1- . 2
n vy m odd Xm h sInh Xm w
The radial dependence of the coupling impedance in a torus is expected to exhibit a
similar pattern, and an explicit discussion of this aspect of the toroidal solution can thus be
temporarily sidestepp~d in the interest of notational simplicity. A vertically displaced beam
woul~ further complicate the expressions and also require the m = even terms.
The contribution to the coupling impedance due to the finite wall resistance is given by
(Z) R J(H2)- = 2n-(Ee)wall = n(1 + j)v8--
n wall nI I
where 8 is the skin depth and (H2) is defined to reflect the power loss and is given by
(12)
+ 1 } (13)
4wcosh2 !hJ<!mJrjw:"- + v2 j y 2
The wall resistance in the subresonant region is only slightly changed by the curvature
of the beam tube and need not be worked out in detail.
2.2 Eigenfunction Expansion
A solution without field matching at internal boundaries can be obtained by the method of
eigenfunction expansion. 16 The fields due to a charge density p and current density -; are
analyzed in terms of a divergence free vector potential Aand scalar potential 4J (Coulomb
gauge with V . A= 0) which are functions of the spatial coordinates only (the time factor
eJw! is suppressed) and satisfy
and
V24J = -p
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The vector potential is expanded as A= L q TMain terms of orthogonal divergence-free
eigenvectors asatisfying the vector Helmholtz equation
(17)
(18)
with the boundary conditions ii x a= 0 and the eigenvectors normalized according to
f ii -ii*dV = V =4JrRhw
The fields due to a filamentary beam at the center of the straight beam tube are pure TM
modes, with the eigenvectors
ae =
2VK . ej sin KX cos ~ze-In
QJK2 +~2
.2JK2 + ~2 ..
---- cos KX cos ~ze-JneQ
(19)













and m = odd, k = odd for a centered beam. The expansion coefficients qT M are given by
TM 1 f- *d I JK2+~2
q = (Q2 _ (2) V leae V = Q2 _ w2 whQ
leading to the vector potential component
21 K 2 + ~2 .Ae = - ~~ COSKX cos~ze-Jne
wh ~7 Q2(Q2 - ( 2 )
The scalar potential ¢ is expanded as ¢ = L q<p in terms of eigensolutions satisfying
together with the boundary conditions <p = 0 and the"normalization condition






The eigensolutions follow as
H.HAHN eta!.
(26)
The expansion coefficients are obtained from
1 f * 1q = Q2V pcp dV = vwhQ2
leading to the scalar potential
21 "" 1 . e4J = -- LJ LJ 2 cos KX cos ~ze - }n
vwh m k Q
The electric field in direction of the beam is given by
n
Ee = - jwAe + j-4J
R
or explicitly
. 21n "" 1 -jneEe = ] 2 L....t~ 2 2 2 2 COSKxcos~ze
vy whR m k (K + ~ + v jy )
leading to the coupling impedance
Z 41l'" " 1
--;; = -j vy 2wh LJ LJ K 2 + c2 + v2 j y 2m oddk odd k 5m
This result is in view of the-power series18
1l' 4x L 1tanh-x =-
2 1l' k2 + x 2k odd








Perturbation methods have been successfully applied by Jouguet13 and others to the analysis
ofwave propagation in curved rectangular waveguides. As Lewin14 points out, this approach
avoids "the need to work with asymptotic Bessel function expansions of large order and
large argument and is thus a preferable method of more general use."
The non-resonant field configuration induced in a curved beam tube can be expected to
differ only slightly from that ofthe straight case, provided that the curvature radius R is much
larger than the beam tube half-width w. It is therefore possible to seek a solution in ascending
powers of the perturbation parameter w j R by an iterative perturbation method. Since the
longitudinal coupling impedance of a centered beam cannot depend on the direction of the
bend, second order terms that is in (w j R)2 must be obtained.
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The perturbation treatment is valid for the range of wave lengths expressed in terms of
mode numbers from n = 1 to n f"V R/w, with the upper limit determined by the lowest
resonance at f"V (R / w)3 /2, since the unperturbed solution itself is non-resonant. Therefore,
in the perturbation expansions vw will be considered as being at most of order unity: the
perturbation expansions break down when vw becomes of order -JR / w, which corresponds
to the first resonances.
The application of this metho<;l is demonstrated in the case of field matching in a vertical
plane, for which the straight tube solution has been derived above. The field components in




if = j£e cos~z e- jne
£z sin ~z
(33)
(34)ii = (j~eS~~n~~Zz) e- jne
Hz cos~z
where £ and H are functions of the radial position only. Maxwell's equations in the current-
free region can now be written in the local variable x = r - R as
v£z - (1 + i) ~£e = (1 + i) wHr
d£z~£r + dx == -wHe
(1+ ~) dee + ..!:..£e + VCr = - (1 + ~) wHzR dx R R
vHz + (1+ i) ~He = - (1 + i) W£r
dHz~Hr - -- = -weedx







with the wave numbers v and ~ as defined above.
In search of the perturbed solution, the field components are expanded in inverse powers
of R according to
£ = E(x) +e(x)jR + ...
H = H(x)+h(x)/R+··· (41)
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The differential equations for the field perturbations are now obtained by expanding the
above Maxwell's equations with respect to R-1, which leads in zeroth order to the straight
beam tube solution and in first order to the following relations
vez - ~ee - whr ~xEe +wxHr (42)
d (43)~er + -ez + whe 0dx
d d (44)
-ee + ver + whz - dx (xEe) - wxHzdx
vhz + ~he + wer -~xHe - wxEr (45)
d~hr - dx hz + wee 0 (46)
d d
-he + vh -we = --(xHe) + wxEz (47)dx r z dx
Elimination of the rand () components results in the set of equations in Table 2.
Solutions are first obtained for hz and ez, separately in inner and outer regions, from
uncoupled ordinary second order linear differential equations with constant coefficients
and known forcing terms. The remaining field components hr and er and subsequently he
and ee are obtained by differentiation of the solution for hz and ez. The free coefficients
associated with the terms from the homogenous solutions for hz and ez are determined by
imposing boundary conditions at x = ±w and continuity of the induced field components
at the matching plane. Higher-order solutions are obtained by iteration.
TABLE 2: Perturbation Formulation of Maxwell's Equations
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The internal consistency of the results is conveniently checked by verifying zero
divergence via the conditions
and
d d
-er + vee + ~ez = --(xEr ) - ~xEzdx dx
d d
-hr + vhe - ~hz = --(xHr ) + ~xHzdx dx
(48)
(49)
Using the symbolic manipulation program MACSYMA, expressions for the field com-
ponents were determined to second order in 1I R. The first-order expansion of the induced
field components in a curved rectangular beam tube are given as example in Table 3. As
expected, the IIR term of £e vanishes at x = O.
The expansion of £e to second order is required for the determination of the longitudinal
coupling impedance. The result at the location of the beam, x = 0, follows as
£e(O) = v] {tanhXW
h vy2X
+ 1 [(1 - 8 2)(1 - 582)(sinh2xw - 2xw)
vy2X3R2 16cosh2 XW
(3 - 8 2 )xv2 w3 V4 w4 ]+ -----
6cosh2 XW 2sinh2xw
+v(l - 382)(sinh2xw - 2xw) }
4X 3R2 cosh2 XW
(50)
where X2 = ~2 + v21y 2 and 8 = vlx.
The longitudinal coupling impedance for a beam centered in the beam tube is given by
z ~ _j~ L {tanhXmW
n vy2h m odd Xm
+ _1_ [(1- 8~)(1-58~)(sinh2Xmw-2Xmw)
X~R2 16cosh2 Xm W
(3 - 8~) Xm v2 w3 V4 W 4 ] }
+ 6cosh2 Xm W - 2sinh2Xm w
. JrV "( ~2) ! sinh2Xm w - Xm W-J-~ 1-3~
hR2 m odd m X~ cosh2 Xm W (51)
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TABLE 3: Expansion ofField Components in Curved Rectangular Beam Tube (-w<x<O)
I
h cosh XW cosh X(x+w)
hRX si~h2xw {(vx)2 sinh XW sinh X(x+w)+(vw)2 cosh XX
+ (I-S2)xx sinh)(w cosh X(x+w)-(I-S2) sinh XW sinh X(x+w)}
- hR 2~;h2 {(vx)2 sinhxwcoshX(x+w)+(vw)2 sinh XxX SIn XW
+ (l-S2)xx sinh XW sinh x(x+w)}
hR 2 I; h {vxcoshX(x+w)-8sinhx(x+w)}X cos xw
vh Xc~~h Xw sinh X(x+w)
- hR 2I~ h2 {(vx)2 sinh XW cosh X(x+w)+(vw)2 sinh Xx
v X SIn XW
+ (I-S2)xx sinh XW sinh x(x+w)}
I
vh cosh XW cosh X(x+w)
+ vhRx sinh 2xw {(vx)2 sinh XW sinh X(x+w)+(vw)2 cosh XX
+[1-(2v2-l)S2]XX sinh XW cosh X(x+w)
+ [1 +(2v2-I) 8 2] sinh Xw sinh X(x+w) }
£ I. h (() vy2hX cosh XW SIn X x+w)
hR 2I~ h2 {(3-V2_~g2)xx sinh X W sinh X(x+w)
v X SIn XW y
+~V2X2 sinhxwcoshx(x+w)+~v2w2 sinh xx}y y
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The perturbation treatment thus confirms that the sub-resonant coupling impedance of a
toroidal beam tube consists of the straight beam tube space charge term plus a curvature
term which does not vanish in the limit of y ~ 00. In the extreme relativistic case, v rv 1,
the curvature term reduces to the Hahn & Tepikian formula 12
where
z . ( h )2 '""" 2 ! sinh2~mw - ~mW
-=-J - L.J(I-3E )------
n Jr R m odd m m3 cosh2~mW
v n h
Em = - =--~m mJr R
(52)
(53)
When m = 1, the E-parameter gives the wave number v normalized to the TEo1-mode
cutoff (i.e. ox(H() = 0) in a straight beam tube, ETE = 1. The cutoff of the TM11-
mode, into which the beam couples in the straight beam tube, corresponds to ET M =
(1 + (h/2w)2)1/2. It is evident from (52) that no coupling impedance singularities occur at
either cutoff.
The perturbation expression (Eq. 52) for m = 1 has been numerically compared with
the results obtained from the exact expression (Eq. 65) discussed in the following section.
The numerical results are shown in Figure 2 for a geometry with h = 2Jr, R = 200 and
2w = h which has its first resonance at 864 < ns(y rv (0) < 865 (as obtained with the
SLATEC subroutines). Excellent agreement for mode numbers up to the vicinity of the first
resonance can be reported.
The expression (52) for m = 1 obtained here is directly comparable with the Ng &
Warnock (NW) approximation for a centered beam11 (m = 1)
( ) ( )
2Z . h 2 -2 w
- ~ - ] - (1 - 3E )(1 - 2e ~ )
n NW nR
(54)
It should be recognized that the factor (1 - 2e-2~w) in the Ng & Warnock result is
the beginning of the expansion of tanh ~w for ~w » 1. Consequently, for geometries
with w / h ~ 1 good. agreement is found, whereas for w / h ;=S 0.1 the Ng & Warnock
approximation changes sign and thus fails. In contrast, the perturbation approximation
remains valid for all geometries as seen in Figure 3. It is, of course, realized that for all
practical geometries the differences are inconsequential.
4 FIELD MATCHING IN CURVED BEAM TUBE
A rigorous solution for curved beam tubes can be obtained by field matching. However, in
contrast to the straight tube, expansion of fields requires two independent solutions in each
subregion. A convenient choice are E (Hz == 0) and H (Ez == 0) modes which revert to the
so-called Longitudinal Section modes in the straight wave-guide.
176 H. HAHN eta!'
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FIGURE 2: Longitudinal coupling impedance (m=l only, y""oo) vs. mode number n oftoroids with h=2n, R=
200 and 2w=h.
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FIGURE 3: Comparison of results for the coupling impedance (m=l only, y""oo) from the perturbation
approximation (Eq. 52) (curves) with those from the exact expression (Eq. 65) (points) for different aspect ratios
2w / h of the torus cross section.
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4.1 Matching on Vertical Plane
The cross section is divided by a vertical cut at the location of the current into an inner and
outer region. The field components in each region are derived in the usual fashion!? from




where the time factor e jwt is suppressed. The radial functions Sand C are below cutoff
solutions of the modified Bessel's differential equation
(::2 + ~ :r -ry2 - ~~) {~ = 0
where rJ2 = X2 - v2 = ~2 - w2 = ~2(1 - V2E2) with ~ and E as defined above. Taking
into account the boundary conditions at Ri and Ro one finds
(R;;
Si,o(rJr ) = VR{In(rJr)Kn(rJRi,o) - K n(rJr) In (rJRi,o)}
Ci,o(rJr ) = rJJRRi,o{Kn(rJr)I~(rJRi,o) - In(rJr)K~(rJRi,o)} (58)
where the prime denotes derivation with respect to the argument and the indices i and 0 refer
to inner and outer subregion. This definition of C(rJr) and S(rJr) leads to the Wronskian
" 1C(rJr)S (rJr) - C (rJr)S(rJr ) = -
rJr
(59)
in correspondence to the Wronskian of modified Bessel functions.
Note that the modified Bessel functions must be replaced by ordinary Bessel functions
at large n where VE > 1 and rJ2 < 0 as follows
(60)
(61)
with y2 = _rJ2. The radial functions S(rJr) and C(rJr ) remain finite and real, and are
continuous for rJ2 ~ O.
The expressions for the radial dependence of the field components of toroidal Hand E
modes are given in Tab. 4 and compared with the straight LSE and LSM modes.
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TABLE 4: Field Components in Beam Tube with Rectangular Cross Section
H(LSE) mode E(LSM) mode
toroidal straight toroidal straight
[r=VE2~C(rJr) VE 2 cosh X(x±w) -~S'(rJr) - f cosh X(x±w)
£B=-VEfC'(rJr ) -VE f sinh X(x±w) E~S(rJr) E sinh X{x±w)
£z=O 0 (l-v2E2)S(rJr ) (1-v2E2 ) sinh X(x±w)
Hr=fC'(rJr) f sinhx(x±w) -VE2~S(rJr) -VE2 sinh X (x±w)
'HB=-E~C(rJr) -E cosh X (x±w) vEfS'(rJr ) VE f cosh X(x±w)
Hz=(I-v2E2)C(rJr) (l-v2E2) cosh X (x±w) 0 0
Matching of the tangential field components at the common boundary between inner and
outer subregion, r = R, leads to the rigorous expression for the coupling impedance
(62)
which is equivalent to the previously published Warnock & Morton result.5 In the vicinity
of the T EOI mode cutoff 172 ~ 0, suggesting an apparent singularity, a fact which provided
the original impetus for Ruggiero's conjecture7 and the present study.
In the literature, this expression has been rewritten by using the Wronskian of the Bessel




However, it is to be noticed that retention of the un-reduced expression is advantageous
due to the possibility of changing the scale factors inS and C while retaining Eq. (62)
literally.
In preparation for the use ofthe cross-product Bessel function expansions and anticipating
the fact that the coupling impedance can be approximated by a space charge term, which
vanishes at y ~ 00, plus a curvature term which remains finite for v ~ 1, a· significant
simplification is achieved by rearranging the above expression (62) into
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1]C; (1]R)C~ (1]R) }
X[Ci (1]R)C~(1]R) - Co (1]R)C; (1]R)]
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(65)
with 1]2 = X2 - v2 and X2 = ~2 + v21y 2. It is noted that X2 is always positive.
The above expression (65) represents an exact solution for the longitudinal coupling
impedance of a torus. Numerical results are readily obtained by using the programmed
SLATEC library subroutines for the Bessel functions. 19,20 These subroutines "implement,
in similar fashions, the power series, the asymptotic expansion for 1]r ---* 00, and the uniform
asymptotic expansion for n ---* 00 as basic building blocks. In regions of the (n, 1]r) plane
not covered by one of these formulas, recursion is used to fill the gap and generate sequences
when requested.,,19
As must be expected, numerical difficulties are encountered in the limit of
1] ---* O. However, the numerical results in Figure 2 show a continuity of the solution at
1] = 0, pointing to an undetermined expression of the % form. A well-determined expres-




where 0 (1]4) stands for terms of the order of 1]4.
Expressions for the relevant ratios using the power series expansion are derived in the
Appendix A. In the limit of 1] -+ 0 one finds
lim Si (1]R)So(1]R) =
rJ~O 1][S[(1]R)So(1]R) - S~(1]R)Si(1]R)]
R4n _ R2n(R~n + R2n ) + R~n R 2n








-nR4n (R'f,n+2 - R;n+2) + (n - 1)R4n+2(R'f,n - R;n) + 2nR2n R'f,n Rfn(R'f, - Rf)]
2(n3 - n)R2n+1(R;n + Rln)2
nw/R -1 sinh(2nw/R)
t;::j R---------
2n3 cosh2(nw / R)
(69)
(70)
with the closed form approximations valid for n » 1, leading to the following result for
the coupling impedance at the critical mode number n = XR, i.e. S = 1, (m = 1 only)
(Z) f""V' 2n tanh Xw . 2n v ~ sinh2Xw - Xw- ""'-J- +J----------n n=x R vy2 Xh X3hR2 cosh2 XW
The first term represents the straight tube space charge term and the second term the curvature
term at S = 1 near the T E01 cutoff, thereby confirming the above perturbation results,
Eq. (51).
- Approximations to the exact expression (65) for the longitudinal coupling impedance
of a torus in simpler form, so as to display parameter dependence more clearly, can be
obtained by employing asymptotic expansions for the radial functions S(rJr) and C(rJr),
but the implementation of this step has been subject to debate, since in contrast to Bessel
functions for which asymptotic expansions and their range of validity are well known,19-21
cross-product Bessel functions have not been studied to the same extent. Using the large-
argument asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel functions, one obtains the following
zeroth-order expression for the radial functions
and
1
S' (nr)""""" -- sinh nCr - R· )l,O " rJ,Jr"R " l,O (71)
(72)Ci,o(W) '" If: cosh rJ(r - Ri,o)
In these approximations, the radial functions satisfy the requirement to remain real and finite
in the limit of rJ2 ---+ O. It is worth noting that, although the large-argument expansions are
not valid in this range for the Bessel functions separately, they nevertheless give a correct
zeroth order expansion for the cross products. However, they ,are inappropriate in the higher-
order expansion, which is needed to render the toroidal coupling impedance, if v ---+ X.
In fact, Neil's result, which is quoted as a footnote in the Pellegrini & Sessler paper,22 has
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been obtained with the large argument asymptotic expansions and, hence, is only valid in
the limit of v ~ o.
Searching for a better solution Ng & Warnock used Olver's uniform asymptotic expan-
sions for the modified Bessel functions.21 However, these expansions are still too general
and further approximations are required. The difference between Eq. (52) and the Ng &
Warnock result Eq. (54), is obviously due to their approximation of hyperbolic by exponen-
tial functions. Albeit small, this difference provided the compelling stimulus for the present
treatment of the problem.
Although it is possible to obtain asymptotic expansions of cross-product Bessel functions
using handbook Bessel function expansions, it must be realized that this is not the only
approach. Starting with the zeroth-order expressions in Eqs. (71) and (72), higher-order
asymptotic expansions for the cross-product Bessel functions S(1]r) and C(1]r), dedicated
to the present problem, which remain valid for 1]2 ~ 0 and revert to the straight tube
solution for R ~ 00 are derived in the Appendix B using a direct perturbation method in
which the solution is represented by a power series in 1/R. The expansions here derived
must revert in the limit of v ~ 0 to the large-argument asymptotic expansions
lim Si (rty) = I {Sinh Hx + w) + ----i--z sinh ~ (x + w)
v-+o ~RJl +x/R 8~ R
and
(x + w) }
- 2 cosh~(x + w)8~R
lim Ci(1]r) = I {COSh~(X + w) + _1_ sinh~(x+ w)
v-+o. Jl +x/R 2~R
(x - 3w) }
- 2 sinh~(x + w)8~R
(73)
(74)
Expressions for the relevant ratios in Eq. (65) obtained using the results given in Appendix






( ~2) 1J2 sinh2xw - 2xw- 3-7b --------X2 32X2R2cosh2 XW
(76)
with X2 = 1J2 + v2 and 8 = v/X.
The total coupling impedance in the non-resonant region consisting of the space charge
term and a residual curvature term is found to be for a centered beam
~ ~ _j 2: L {tanhXW
n vy h m odd X
+ _1_ [(1 - 8 2)(1 - 582)(sinh2xw - 2xw)
X3 R2 16cosh2 XW
(3 - 8 2)xv2w3 v4W4 ]}
+ 6cosh2 XW - 2sinh2xw
• j( .L (. ~2) ~ sinh2xw - XW
-JV- 1-3b
hR2 X3 cosh2 XW
m odd
(77)
It should be noted that the factor 1J2 in the denominator of Eq. (65) was cancelled, thereby
assuring finite coupling impedance values in the vicinity of the cut-off frequency of the
beam tube. It is seen that the results from field matching, Eq. (77), are identical to those
from perturbation treatment, Eq. (51). The expression fails, of course, in the high-frequency
or resonant region.
In Figure 4, the total Z/n (m = 1 only) from above approximation, Eq. (77) is compared
with the exact results obtained with Eq. (65) as function of y for a RHIC-like geometry
with 2w = hand j( R/ h = 104 . The TE cut-off frequency corresponds to n ~ 104 and the
first resonance, obtained with the SLATEC subroutines, occurs at ns (y ~ (0) = 858825.
Complete agreement at frequencies up to and above cut-off, but below the resonance region,
'Yas found. At RHIC energies, 10 < Y < 250, the contribution of the curvature term to the
longitudinal coupling impedance is negligible for mode numbers up to the vicinity of the
first resonance.
With the knowledge of the results obtained by the perturbation method, it becomes an
easy task to confirm their validity via Olver's uniform asymptotic expansions for modified
Bessel functions of large order as demonstrated in Appendix C.
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FIGURE 4: Coupling impedance as function of y for m=l only. The solid curves are obtained from the
approximation Eq. (77) in this paper and the points from the exact expression Eq. (65), (Zo=cJ-to~377 Q in
51 units).
In Appendix C, the expression for the longitudinal coupling impedance of a torus has
been generalized to allow for radially off-center beam positions. The radial dependence of









XR tanh Xw sinh 2Xw
• 1(w2 +x2)sinh2xwsinh2xxl + R2 ... (78)
which, in the limit of R -+ 00, equals the pattern of the straight beam tube given by Eq. (11).
The radial dependence of the residual curvature term exhibits a somewhat different,
although qualitatively similar, pattern given by (m = 1 only, which is a good approximation
when 2w / h » 1)
Z (xw cosh 2xw + ~ sinh 2xw) tanh XX - XX sinh 2xw .
- <X 1 - SInh 2xx (79)



































































FIGURE 5: Dependence of the curvature longitudinal coupling impedance on the radial beam position for an
aspect ratio h=2w of the torus (Y"'oo, m=1 only). The results from Eq. (79) derived in this paper (solid line)
are compared with those obtained with the straight beam tube approximation Eq. (78) (dotted line) and with the
Ng-Warnock expression Eq. (80) (dashed line, which for h=2w is on this scale indistinguishable from the straight
beam tube approximation).
and depicted in Figure 5. This expression is valid over the entire width of the torus. In
contrast, the Ng & Warnock result11 (for y rv (0) is
(Z) 1 - e-2~(w-x) - e-2~(w+x) sinh2 ~x- ex = 1 - --------n· NW 1 - 2e-2~w sinh2 ~w - ie-2~w
which for practical geometries represents the straight beam tube pattern and therefore differs
from Eq. (79).
4.2 Matching on Horizontal Plane
The cross section can also be divided by a horizontal cut at the location of the filamentary
current into a top and bottom region. The field c9mponents in each region are derived in
the usual fashion from scalar potentials u E and uH which can be written as
and
(81)
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where the time factor ejwt is suppressed and the wave numbers in z-direction are given by
S2 = A2 - w2 . The radial functions C and S are solutions of Bessel's differential equation
(
d2 1 d n2) { C
_+ __ +A2 __ =0
dr 2 r dr r 2 S
(82)
Apart from a scale factor which drops out in the expression for the coupling impedance,
the solutions are cross-product Bessel functions
C(AH r)
7!...JRijR{Yn(AEr)Jn(AE Ri) - Yn(AERi)Jn(AEr)}
2




satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions (E-mode)
and the Neumann boundary condition (H-mode)
(85)
(86)
The expressions for the field components in the top/bottom region are listed in Table 5.
Using Hankel's asymptotic expansion of the Bessel functions,21 it can be shown that in
the limit of v --* 0 the solutions for C and s to second order in R-1 revert to cosine and
sinus-like functions,
1
lim s(Arr) ~ sinK(x + w) + ...
v-+o KRJ1+xjR
1 { 1 x }lim C(Af:r) ~ COSK(X + w) + --(1 - -) sinK(x + w) + ...
v-+o Jl +xjR 2KR R
where x = r - Rand
kn
K = 2w; k = 1,2,3, ...
In addition, the k = 0 H-mode solution exists,23 as discussed in Appendix D.











TABLE 5: Field Components for Matching on Horizontal Plane
H-mode
E
=FqH...£L _n_ c()..Hr) x sinh~(Z=Fh/2)e-jneEr=±qE ~Es'()..Er) ~H )...H r
E
±qH ...£Lc'()..Hr ) xj sinh ~(Z=Fh/2)e- jneEe==FqE L !1 s()..E r ))...E2 r ~H
Ez=±qEs()..Er ) 0 x cosh ~(Z=Fh/2)e- jne
Hr=±qE )...~2 ~s()..Er) ±qHc'()..Hr) x cosh ~(Z=Fh/2)e- jne
He==FqE )...~ s'()..E r ) =FqH _n_ c().. Hr) xj cosh ~(Z=Fh/2)e- jneAHr
Hz =0 ±qH AH c()..Hr) x sinh ~(z=Fh/2)e-jne~H
The E-mode expansion coefficients qE are determined via Gauss's law by matching of





with the normalization factor
= _1 [r2s12 (AEr)JRO
2wR Ri
The Ee and E; components of the E-mode are continuous at the common boundary. The
discontinuity of Hi induces the H-mode fields. The H-mode expansion coefficients are
obtained by requiring continuity of He and application of Ampere's law to Hr , resulting in
the conditions for He
(94)
and for Hr
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The expansion coefficients qH can be isolated by the orthogonality (Galerkin's) method
which takes advantage of
with
[
2 H ]RO1 H2 2 2) C (A . r)





and which assures continuity of He across the common boundary. An appropriate multipli-
cation of He and Hr , addition,and integration over the matching boundary yields
I C'(AHR)qH= _
2w NH cosh 1~Hh
With the expansion coefficients determined, one can write the rigorous expression for
the coupling impedance as follows
(99)
This expression for Z / n has been compared numerically using the SLATEC program
subroutines with Eq. (65) obtained by matching on a vertical plane. Complete agreement
has been found if sufficient terms are retained, the minimum being the (k = 1) E-mode and
the (k = 0 and 1) H-modes. In fact, it will be shown in the next section that the results from
field matching on vertical and horizontal planes are mathematically equivalent.
It is worth pointing out that field matching on a horizontal plane results in an impedance
expression which avoids the apparent singularity at cutoff. It has the further advantage
that the frequency dependence at constant mode number is given through ~2 = A2 - w2
entering as argument of a hyperbolic tangent, thereby simplifying the treatment in the
resonant region. Obviously, the hyperbolic is changed into a trigonometric tangent if w > A
with the resonances immediately given by
(100)
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The coupling impedance in the vicinity of a resonance can be approximated by
Z vQ {Z}
-;; ~ j R(Q2 - (t.J2) Q
For example, the value of Z / Q at the first resonance, QrA, follows simply as
resulting in





in complete agreement with published results.6 In SI units, an extra factor Zoe appears in
Eq. (103).
In return, field matching on the horizontal plane does not seem to yield a simple approxi-
mate expression for the residual coupling impedance. Nevertheless, a good approximation,
valid in the long wavelength limit i.e. for vw « J R/w, can be obtained using the asymp-
totic expansions derived in Appendix D. The eigenvalues are given to second order by
1[( 2) ( . 2) (1 2)]£2 2 2 V V 2 2 vAk = K + V - - 1 + - 1 +5- - 4v w 1 + -- + ...4R2 K 2 K 2 3 K 2
1[( 2) ( 2) (1 2)]H2 2 2. v v 2 2 vAk = K + V + - 1 + - 3 + 7- + 4v w 1 + - - + ...4R2 K 2 K 2 3 K 2
2 2 [ 8 ]H2 2 V w 2 2AO = v + 3R2 1 - SV w + ...
and the normalization factors
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(108)
(109)
Although the lowest (k = 0) H-mode is not excited in the straight beam tube, it makes a
significant contribution to the nonresonant coupling impedance of the toroidal beam tube.
The other modes with k = even are also not excited in the straight tube by a centered beam,
but make a small contribution, of the order of (y R)-2, in the toroidal case. From Eqs. (103)
and (109) follows that the k = even resonances have a small Z1Q t"V 11R.
The approximation for the non-resonant coupling impedance now becomes
z ~ _j Jr 2 !L: tanh !,Bh+ f ~"·I+jV~(!!!.-)2!2YVwtanhVh
n vy k odd f3w k=1,2, ... R 4 R 2y
L: [( V2) sinhf3h-f3h v2 1]1- 1 + 3- + 12-- tanh -f3hk odd K 2 f33 w3 cosh2 ~f3h K 4 f3w 3 2 (110)
where 132= K 2+ v21y2and terms in y-2R-2are not explicitly shown.
The expression for the coupling impedance at very low mode numbers, v ---+ 0, reverts to
the result obtained from matching on a vertical plane (nqtably with hand 2w interchanged).
The convergence, especially at higher mode numbers, depends on the aspect ratio hiw. For
all practical geometries with w :::s h :::s 4w, the series converges rapidly and retaining
only a few terms yields reliable results. In Figure 6 results from the approximations for the
curvature term are obtained by the perturbation/vertical field matching method, Eq. (51)
(m = 1,···,11), and by horizontal field matching, Eq. (110) (k = 1,·",11), for
geometries with R = 200, h = 2n and w = n 12, n, 2n.
5 EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION IN CURVED BEAM TUBE
An expression valid at all frequencies, w, and .mode numbers, n, for the coupling impedance
of a curved beam tube with rectangular cross section can be obtained by the method of
190 H. HAHN eta!'
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FIGURE 6: Comparison of approximate expressions for the curVature induced coupling impedance (y "'00) for
a geometry with R=200, h=2n and different aspect ratios w/ h. The curves are obtained by perturbation/vertical
matching (solid) and horizontal matching (dotted).
eigenfunction expansion. 16 The formalism presented above for the case of a straight beam
tube is directly applicable to the curved geometry. Since, however, the induced field is no
longer pure transverse magnetic, expansion of the vector potential in terms of E and H
modes is required.
The eigenfunctions to be used in the expansions for the scalar potential
00
¢ == L L QmkCfJmk
m oddk=l
(111)
and the vector potential
(112)
are listed in Table 6. For the benefit of simple notation, summation indices are suppressed
in the sequel. The eigenfunctions are orthogonal and normalized,
f cp*cpdV = 4:rrRwh
and f ii· ii*dV = 4:rrRwh
E-mode
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TABLE 6: Eigenfunctions in Curved Beam Tube
H-mode
191
_2__n_ c().H r )
-JNH AHr





x cos ~ze- jn()
xj sin ~ze- jn()
The radial functions SeA E r ) and C(A H r) are solutions of Bessel's differential equation
and were defined in the previous section by Eqs. (83) and (84). Assuming the filamentary
current located at r = Rand z = 0, the expansion coefficients are found to be
I SeAER) (113)Q =
vwhQE2 -JNE
QE I ~v S(A
ER) (114)
wh(QE2 - ( 2) QEAE -JNE
QH I C'(A
HR) (115)
wh(QH2 - ( 2) JNH
where v = n/R, ~m = mn:/h, Qf~ = Af2+~~ andQf!,; = Af!2+~~. The normalization
factors Nf and N!! are defined in the previous section by Eqs. (93) and (97).





The expression here derived is rigorously valid in the non-resonant as well as the resonant
region, and numerical results have been obtained without particular difficulties by using the
SLATEC subroutines for the Bessel functions. Complete agreement with the results from
field matching can be reported if sufficient terms are retained. In the non-resonant region,
even the first approximation requires the space charge term, the lowest E-mode and the two
lowest H-modes.
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By computing the residues of the function Eq. (62) at its poles, it will be shown explicitly
in Appendix E that the expression Eq. (62) is equivalent to Eq. (116). On the other hand,
when Eq. (116) is summed over musing Eqs. (100), (32) and the synchronous condition
w = VV, it yields Eq. (99). Therefore, the expressions (62), (99) and (116) are completely
equivalent.
The solution based on eigenfunction expansion clearly establishes the absence of
singularities below the first resonance and, consequently, in the vicinity of the T E01 mode
cutoff frequency, a fact which was already pointed out in our previous paper.24 (In this
paper, however, the importance of the space charge term at low mode numbers was ignored
resulting in otherwise erroneous comments.)
In the resonant region, Zjn is dominated by single resonances. The eigenfunction
solution is especially suited to the resonance region, since the frequency dependence at
constant mode number is shown explicitly in the conventional description for resonant
circuits,
In the vicinity of an H-mode resonance at Qfm' one finds
Z 4n R C'2 (Af! R)
Q whQf!m Nf!




in agreement with the result obtained by horizontal field matching Eq. (103), as well
as with published results.5,6 The value of Z j Q can also be obtained directly by using




where Ee is the peak synchronous axial field strength and W the total stored energy per
unit length in a traveling wave structure externally excited at frequency Q.
An approximation valid in the long-wavelength limit can be obtained by using the
asymptotic expressions for the eigenvalues and normalization factors developed in Appendix
D and summarized in the preceding section. The expression for the non-resonant coupling
impedance for a centered beam follows as
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Z 4Jr ( 1 00 1 )-~-j-L L + L - ...
n vy2wh m odd k odd Kf + ~~ + V2 j y 2 k=1,2, ... R2
( W)2 { V
2




For low mode numbers, i.e. v ~ 0, the series is rapidly converging, and for typical
geometries with w :::; h :::; 4w, the first (k = 1, m = ~) term suffices for practical
applications. At high mode numbers, the convergence becomes slower and extremely slow
for aspect ratios 2w > h. In fact, (121) should never be used as such, because it is possible
to perform analytically one of the summations, either over m or over k. The summation over
m transforms Eq. (121) into Eq. (110), which is best suited when 2w < h; the summation
over k transforms Eq. (121) into Eq. (77), which is best suited when 2w > h.
Performing the summation
'""" 1 Jr 1L...J --- = - tanh -JrX
k odd k2 + x 2 4x 2
one finds for the space charge term
(122)
(123)~:::::: -j 2Jrz L tanhx w = -j Jr z L tanh!,Bh
n vy modd Xh vy kodd f3w
where X~ = ~~ + v2j y 2 and f3f = Kt + v2j y 2 in agreement with the results from field
matching on the vertical plane, Eq. (77) and horizontal plane Eq. (110).
The expression for the residual curvature term can be summed over k by rewriting the




2 ) 1 v2 1
= 1-32" L 2 2 2 +32" L 4
X k odd (Kk + X ) X k odd Kk
(124)
(125)
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(126)
in the second term of rhs (124) cancels the first term of the curly bracket in (121). Using
the summation
,,1 n sinhnx -nx
L...J (k2 + x 2 )2 = 16x3 cosh2 Inxko~ 2
for the remaining first term in rhs (124) reproduces the residual curvature term in the field
matching expression (77) exactly. It can also be shown that in Eq. (121) the sum L R-2 ...
exactly reproduces the first R-2 term in Eq. (77) (which is given explicitly in (187)).
Alternatively, the expression for the residual curvature term can be summed over m by
applying the summation
,,1 " 1 yh (Vh)
£...J X2 = £...J ~2 + v2 j y2 = 4v tanh 2y
modd m modd m
to the first term in the curly bracket of Eq. (121) and by rewriting the last term as
(127)
(128)
which allows its summation by using Eqs. (122) and (126). Summation of (127) and of the
two terms of rhs (128) over m reproduces the result for the residual curvature-dependent
coupling impedance from horizontal field matching in Eq. (110) exactly.
Concluding, it is seen that Eqs. (121), (77) and (110) are mathematically equivalent, as
it is expected from the physical point of view and by numerical computations, and as it is
confirmed by the theory.
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APPENDIX A: ASCENDING SERIES EXPANSION OF CROSS-PRODUCT BESSEL
FUNCTIONS




which remain valid in the limit of 1] ~ 0, Le. in the vicinity of the critical mode number,
can be constructed using the ascending series expansions21
(131)
196
and (for n > 1)
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In this approximation, one obtains to second order in 1]
(133)
-172 [(n - l)Rl- (n + 1)r2 ]Rln + [(n + l)Rl- (n - 1)r2 ]r2nI
8(n3 - n)rn R7
and
(134)
with corresponding expressions for So (1]r) and Co(1]r).
In order to evaluate the coupling impedance at the critical mode number, the following
expressions in the limit of 1] ---+ 0 are required
R4n _ R2n (R?n + R2n ) + R?n R2n





= lim { X2Si (1]R)So(1]R)
1]-+0 1]3[S;(1]R)So(1]R) - S~(1]R)Si(1]R)]
c; (17R)C~(17R) }
+ R2n+2(R~n _ Rin) ---.: nR4n (R;n+2 _ R;n+2)
__ +(n - I)R4n+2(R;n - Rln) + 2nR2n R;n Rln(R; - Rl)] (136)
2(n3 - n)R2n+l(R~n + Rln)2
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It is instructive to substitute Ro = R + wand Ri = R - w in the above equations and
Taylor expand with respect to w resulting in
L = w _ n
2 (1 __1_) w3 + n4 (1 _~ + _1_) w5 +... (137)
s 2 6 4n2 R2 15 4n2 4n4 R4
and
(138)
It is easily verified that for n » 1, the above Taylor expansions represent truncated series
of closed form expressions,
and
Ls ~ .!!.- tanh (n w)2n R
nw/R - ~ sinh(2nw/R)
L c ~R---------
2n3 cosh2 (n w / R)
(139)
(140)
More general results can be found by the direct application of Taylor expansions to the
Bessel functions in the cross products. In order to obtain significant results, the expansion
must be carried to the third order in the local variable x = r - R. One can write
with
= (1 + V~) I n (1']R) __1I~(TJR)1'] 1']R
(142)
and v = n/R. A corresponding expansion exists for K n (1']r).
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The cross-product Bessel functions at r = R can now be written as
Si(fJR) = f!j {17WUl - ;, (17W)2U2 + ;! (17 W)3U3 - + ... }
S;(17 R ) = f!j {Ul - L(17w)2U~ + ;, (17W)3U~ - +... }
with fully analogue expressions for the outer region, where w is replaced by -w.
The first expansion coefficient represents the Wronskian
The higher-order combinations are defined as
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rJ 3 [S;(rJ R)So(rJR) - S~(rJR)Si(rJR)] - rJ[Ci(rJR)C~(rJR) - Co(rJR)C;(rJR)]
(148)
where X2 = rJ2 + v2 with X2 always positive, thereby assuring the absence of a singularity
at 1]2 = O.
It is worth emphasizing that in this approximation (as a matter of fact, with more effort in
higher order) full agreement with the perturbation respectively the vertical field matching
results has been established, using Taylor series representations of Bessel functions. Hence,
this solution too is valid as long as vw « ,JR/w which covers most of the non-
resonant region. Furthermore, note that the expansion coefficients in the cross-product
Bessel functions, Up and U;, do not explicitly contain the Bessel function values In (rJR)
and K n (rJR) or their derivatives. This fact has profound implications for selecting a suitable
method to find asymptotic expansIons of cross-product Bessel functions and explains why
the use of Olver's uniform asymptotic expansions is not mandatory in the non-resonant
region.
APPENDIX B: ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS OF MODIFIED BESSEL'S EQUATION
Dedicated asymptotic expansions of the radial functions S(rJr) and C (rJr) can be obtained
from the solutions u = U (x) of the modified Bessel's differential equation in the local
variable x = r - R
( X)2 d
2
u ( X) 1 du ( X)2 2 21+- -+ 1+- --- 1+- rJu-vu=OR dx2 R R dx R (149)
by a direct perturbation method in which the solution is represented by a power series in
l/R
1 1
u = u(O) + -u(l) + _u(2) + ...
R R2 (150)
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leading to the conditions
d2
_u(O) - X2u (O) = °
dx 2
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where X2 = YJ2 + v2.
Using the symbolic manipulation program MACSYMA, solutions satisfying the boun-
dary conditions u (±w) = 0, respectively u' (±w) = 0, were determined to second order in
R-1• The solutions are uniquely defined by requiring that they satisfy the inhomogeneous
boundary condition at x = ±w, which is directly derived from the Wronskian,
and
(152)
Ci,o(T/Ri,o) = JR~ (153)
I,O
The dedicated asymptotic expansions for Ci (YJr) and Si (YJr) valid in the inner region are
given by
xRSi(YJr) rv sinhX(x + w)
cosh X(x +w) 2( 2 2)+ v w -x
2X R
sinh X(x + w) {(1 ,..... 2) ,..... 2 }
- -.t:. Xx +.t:. XW
2X R
sinhX(x + w) { 4( 2 2)2
+ 8X 2R2 v W -x
- (6 - 582)v2w2 + (1 - 8 2)(1 - 582)
+(1 - g2) [(3 - 5g2) X2x2 + 2v2wx]}
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cosh x(x+w) {2(6 5,.....2) 2 3+ - ~ vx w24X2R2
and
Ci (1]r) rv cosh X(x + w)
sinh X(x + w) {I ,.....2 2(2 2) }+ -~-vx-w
2X R
cosh X(x + w) {(I ,.....2) ,.....2}
- - ~ Xx - ~ XW
2X R
+ SinhX(~ ~ w) {282(6 + 82)X3W3 + 3(1 _ 8 2)(3 - 582)XW
24X R
+ [2(9 - 582 )V2X 2 - 684 X2 wx
-3(1 - 8 2 )(2v2w 2 + 3 - 782)] XX}
cosh X(x + w) { 4( 2 2)2 (8 5,.....2) 2 2+ V w -x + - ~ vw
8X 2R2
+ (1 - 8 2) [(3 - 782 )xx - 282X W] XX}





was introduced. Note that Co and So are obtained by substituting w by -w. Furthermore, it
can be shown that the dedicated asymptotic expansions revert in the long-wavelength limit
to the large-argument expressions in Eqs. (73) and (74), and that they satisfy the Wronskian
in Eq. (59).
The expression for the coupling impedance invokes the values of the solutions at r = R,
and all relevant quantities are as follows
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cosh Xw 2 2 sinh Xw 2
XRSi(17R) ~ sinhxw + v w - S w
2XR 2R
sinh Xw { 4 4 ~2 2 2 ~2 ~2 }+ v w - (6 - 5~ )v w + (1 - ~ )(1 - 5~ )
8X 2R2
cosh Xw { ~2 2 3 ~2 ~2}+ . 2(6-5~ )v w -3(1- ~ )(1-5~ )w
24XR2
, sinh Xw 2 2 2 cosh Xw 217RS·(17R) ~ coshxw - (1 - 8 - v w ) - 8 w
l 2XR 2R
sinh Xw { 2 2 3 2 2}+ 2(6 - 58 )v w - 3(1 - 8 )(1 - 78 )w
24XR2




17 cosh Xw 2 2 sinh Xw 2-C~(17R) ~ sinh XW + v w + 8 w
X l 2X R 2R
APPENDIX C: UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR CROSS-PRODUCTS
OF MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS
Powerful asymptotic expansions of the radial cross-product Bessel functions
(R:;
Si,o(17r ) = VR{In(17 r )Kn(17 Ri,o) - Kn(17 r )In(17 Ri,o)}
Ci,o(17r ) = 17JRRi,o{Kn(17r)I~(17Ri,o) - In(17r)K~(17Ri,o)}
(161)
(162)
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can be constructed using Olver's uniform asymptotic expansions for modified Bessel
functions of large order,26
(
t ) 1/2 {1 1 }
_r_ eg 1 + -U1r + -U2r + ...
2rrn n n2
(
rr t ) 1/2 {1 1 }




I~(TJr) ~ ~ (_n_) 1/2eg {I + ~Vlr + ~V2r + ... } (165)
1Jr 2rr tr n n2
K~(TJr) ~ -~ (rrn)1/2 e-g {I - ~Vlr + ~V2r + ... } (166)













1152 (81t; - 462t; + 385t;)
1 3
24 (-9tr + ttr )
1
V2r = 1152 (-135t; + 594t; - 455t;)
1






The cross-product asymptotic expansions can now be written as
Si (TJR) ~ ~JtRtRi Ri / R {[1 + n12 (U2R + U2Ri - UIRUlRi) + n14 ... ] sinh Iii
+ [~(UIR - UIRi) + :3 ... ]cosh Iii }
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The subsequent treatment becomes transparent by using the shorthand notation
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and {So}, {S~}, {Co}, {C~} the corresponding expressions for the outer region. Furthennore,
it is helpful to make the substitution
with v = n / R leading to
v
tr = ---;::=====================~::::;:::::Jx2(r / R)2 + v2(1 - r 2/ R2) (178)
The asymptotic expansions of the ratios entering the expression for the coupling
impedance Eq. (65) can now be written as follows
X Si (1]R)So(1]R) {Si }{So} (179)= {S;}{So} - {Si }{S~}1] S; (1]R)So(1]R) - Si (1]R)S~(1]R)
and
1] C; (1]R)C~(1]R) {C;}{C~} (180)
X Ci (1]R)C~(1]R) - C; (1]R)Co(1]R) = {Ci}{C~} - {C;}{Co}
Note that no approximations have been made so far, other than the use of asymptotic
expansions. In order to obtain simpler expressions, Taylor expansions in R-1 must be used,
thereby limiting the validity of the results to small curvature, i.e. w/ R « 1. One finds
[
1 ~2 w 1 ~4 ~2 w2 ]~. = XW 1+ -~ - - -(~ - 3~ )- + ...
1 2 R 6 R2
with g = v/ X, and the expressions for the relevant ratios
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identical to Eqs. (75) and (76). The curvature term of the coupling impedance follows as
Z nv '" 2 1sinh2xw - XW
-;; ~ - j -hR-2 L..J (1 - 38 ) ~X-3-c-o-sh-2-X-w­
m odd
(184)
in full agreement with the result using the expansions in Appendix B, Eq. (77).
The above results can be generalized to allow radially off-center beam positions by




and a corresponding expression for tRo. Taylor expansion in R-1 leads to the off-center
coupling impedance
Z A..I .2n '" tanhxw {' sinh2 Xx
A..I -J- L...J 1----
n vy2 m odd Xh sinh2 XW
(187)
1 , [ 2 cosh 2Xw cosh 2Xx-I 2 2 2 sinh 2Xx ]+ '2vwx -v(w +x)---





2 2 2 4 2 2 2 cosh2xw - cosh2xxx [(1 - 8 )(1- 58 ) sinh 2xw - 4v (w - x ) ]-------
8 sinh32xw
+ ([3 - 682 (3 + 4X 2w2) + 8 4 (15 + 12X2w2 + 4X2x 2)] sinh2xw
4 2 2 2 2 ) Xx sinh 2Xx+ 248 (X w + X x )Xw cosh 2Xw . 2
12 sInh 2xw
- ([3 - 682 (3 + 2X 2w2 + 2X 2x2)
+ 8 4 (15 + 12X 2x 2 + 4X 2 w2 )]xw sinh2xw
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2 4 ) cosh 2Xw cosh 2XX-I]I+6v4 (w4 +6w x2 +x )cosh2xw . 3
12s1nh 2xw
. VJr L ( ,......2) ~ sinh2xw - XWI
-J- 1-3~ , 1
hR2 X3 cosh2 XW
m odd
(xw cosh 2xw + ! sinh 2XW) tanh XX - XX sinh 2xw . }
- slnh2xx
(sinh2xw - 2xw) sinh2 XW
This expression is valid over the entire width of the torus and for all ratios 2w / h.
APPENDIX D: ASYMPTOTIC EIGENVALUE PROBLEM
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In this appendix, asymptotic expansions in the long-wavelength limit, valid at vw « ,JR / w,
for the cosine and sinus-like cross-product Bessel functions
E Jr r:iJID{ E E E' E }SeA r) 2"1 Ri / R Yn(A r)Jn(A Ri) - Yn(A Ri)Jn(A r)
c(AHr) = lAHJRRi {In(AHr)Y~(AHRi) - J~(AHRi)Yn(AHr)}
(188)
(189)
satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions (E-mode), SeAE Ro ) = 0, and the Neumann
boundary condition (H-mode), c' (AH Ro ) = 0, are derived by a direct perturbation method.27
Solutions for the eigenfunctions will be found to second order in R -1 which suffices to obtain
the required expressions for the eigenvalues and normalization factors.
Asymptotic solutions of Bessel's differential equation
(190)
are obtained in terms of the local variable x = r - R from the differential equation for
u = u(x)
A
( X)2 /I ,( X) 1, ( X)2 21 + R u + 1 + R RU + 1 + R Au - v u = 0
where v = n / R and A = A2 by expanding u and A as power series in R-1
u = u(O) + ~u(1) + ~u(2) + ...
R R2
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and equating the terms with equal R-i leading to the sequence of differential equations
where
t(l) = -2v2xu CO) - A (l)u CO) - UCO)f
t (2) 3v2x 2u CO) - A (2)u CO) + XUCO)f - 2v2xu (1 ) - A Cl)UC1 ) - U(1)f
The eigenvalue perturbations A (i) are determined by the orthogonality conditions







The zeroth order solutions are chosen to be
UCO)E = sin K(X + w)
and
UCO)H = COSK(X + w)
with KW = kn /2 and the associated eigenvalues
CO) 2 ( kn ) 2 {k = 1, 2, 3, ...A =IV + - ;
2w k = 0, 1,2, 3, ...
(E-mode)
(H~mode)
The first order eigenvalue perturbation for E-mode and H-mode is A (1) = O. The
perturbation functions u (l) and u (2) allow arbitrary eigensolutions of the homogeneous
differential equation satisfying the boundary conditions. They become uniquely determined
by satisfying, in addition to the homogeneous, the inhomogeneous boundary conditions
E f(E) fRA R sARi . = VIi; (200)
and
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(201)C(AHRi) =If
In the limit of v2 ---+ 0, the perturbation solutions revert to the expressions given by Eqs.
(87) and (88) as obtained with Hankel's asymptotic expansions.
The E-mode eigenfunctions to second order in R-1 are then found to be
r-v sinK(x + w)
1 {V2 }




K R S (A r) = - ---
AE dx
with the associated eigenvalues
At2 = K 2 + v2 __1_ [(1 + V 2 ) (1 +5V 2 ) _ 4v2w 2 (1 + ~ V 2 )] +... (203)
4R2 K2 K2 3 K2
and the normalization constants for a centered beam, obtained by integration of Eq. (93)
s2(A E R) _ _1_ [ v2 ( V 2 )
E - 1 + 4 2 2 2 2 3 + 5 2 (204)Nk K R K K
2 2( V 2 ) 4 4] .
- 2v W 1 + K 2 - V W + ... , (k = 1,3, ... )
(205)
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The H-mode eigenfunctions to second order in R-1 are given by (k = 1,2,3, ... )
C(AH r) = uH (x)
rv COSK(X + w)
1 {V2 }
- - x + 2" (x + w) cos K (x + w)
2R K
1 {2 v2 2 2+ - 3x - 2-(4w - wx - 5x )8R2 K 2
and
with the associated eigenvalues
1[( 2) ( 2) (1 2)]H2 2 2 v V 2 2 vAk =K +V +- 1+- 3+7- +4v w 1+-- + ...4R2 K 2 K 2 3 K 2
(206)
(207)
and the normalization constants for a centered beam, obtained by integration of Eq. (97)
(208)
(209)
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Whereas handbook asymptotic expansions seem not to render the k = 0 H-mode eigen-
function, the present perturbation treatment yields without difficulty the k = 0 H-mode
solution (up to order 1/R)
and
H 1 {2V2 2}C(Aor) = 1+- w+-(2w-x)(x+w) + ...
2R 3





with the associated eigenvalue
Aff2 = Aff = v2 + 3~2 [v2w2 - ~v4w4] +... (212)
in agreement with published results.22 The normalization factor is obtained as
C/2 (Af{ R) 1 v4 w4 v2 w4
N H =AH2 2R2+···=2R2+··· (213)
o
Note that the k = 0 H-mode makes a significant contribution to the coupling impedance,
whereas all other k = even modes contribute only terms in 1/(y R)2.
APPENDIX E: EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN MATCHING ON VERTICAL PLANE
AND EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION (G. DOME)
The two expressions (62) and (116) for the coupling impedance can be proved to be
equivalent by considering their dependence on frequency in the complex w plane. To this
aim one must consider w as a continuous variable, instead of imposing the synchronism
condition w = vn/R which is used in Eq. (2). This condition means that the frequencies
considered in the paper are the harmonics of the beam revolution frequency, which is the
case of interest ultimately. When the synchronism condition is not imposed, in Eq. (2) v
should be replaced by wR/n; it follows that Eq. (30) can also be written as
21 v2 - w2 .
Ee=j--LL 2 2cOSKxcos~ze-Jne
whw m k Q -w
which exhibits the frequency dependence of resonant cavities.
Similarly, when v is replaced by w/v in the rigorous result for the coupling ilnpedance
obtained by matching on vertical plane Eq. (62), this expression becomes
Z .4n '" {~2 [v Si (1JR)So(1JR) ]
-;; = - J h m";;ctd wrp ;j S; (lJR)So(lJR) - S~(lJR)Si (lJR)
(215)
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Each summand is a meromorphic function of w through 1]2 = ~2 - w2, whose only
singularities are simple poles at the zeros of the denominators; it should be remembered
from the results in Appendix A that 1]2 = 0 is not a singularity for this function. According
to Foster's Reactance Theorem for distributed systems, the expression (215) can then be
expanded as an infinite series over its poles,28,29 which is the required first step for the proof
of its equivalence withthe eigenfunction expansion.
The first term in the curly bracket of (215) is expanded as
with the poles at 1]2 = -AE2 or by the definition of 1]2 = ~2 - w2 at w2 = gE2 = AE2 +~2.
Both sides tend to zero when w2 ~ -00, which shows that there is no constant term
appearing in the expansion, and F (AE2) can be determined from the residues at the respective
poles. As shown in Appendix A, Eq. (135), the expression (216) remains finite when 1] ~ 0
and equal to
(217)
In contrast to the first term, the second term in the curly bracket of Eq. (215) has a pole at
1]2 = O. By definition of X2 = ~2+v2 - w2 and 1]2 = ~2 - w2 , one has X2/1]2 = 1+v2 /1]2;
therefore the .residue of the second term of Eq. (215) at 1]2 = 0 can be obtained from
Eq. (136), and the expansion of the second term of Eq. (215) reads
where both sides tend to zero when w2 ~ -00.
The task remaining now is to determine the poles of the expressions (216) and (218),
thereby confirming their identity with the resonances in the eigenfunction expansion.
Determination ofResonances
The resonances of expression (216) are obtained by considering the Wronskian
W (r) = ISi(rJr ) So(rJr) I
S S; (rJr) S~(rJr)
From Bessel differential equation
II 1 I [ n
2
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hence r Ws(r) == constant. Therefore Ws(r) == 0 at one point implies Ws(r) == O. In
particular, since a zero of the denominator of the Ihs ofEq. (216) corresponds to Ws (R) == 0,
it also implies Ws(Ro) == O. Since by the definition (57) So(rJRo) == 0 with S~(rJRo) =j:. 0,
from Eq. (219) it follows that Si (rJRo) = 0, i.e
whose roots are rJ2 == -A2 == -AE2 or w2 == QE2 == AE2 + ~2. This result was anticipated
when writing F(AE2) and QE2 in the rhs of Eq. (216).
When Ws(r) == 0, the functions Si (rJr), So (rJr) are no longer independent solutions of
Bessel differential equation; in this case, from Eq. (219)
Si(rJr) == 0 at r == Ri and r == Ro
So(rJr) == Oatr == Ri andr == Ro
which shows that up to a constant factor the functions Si (rJr), So(rJr) are identical to the
function s (A E r) defined in Eq. (83). Taking rJ == j AE , it is easy to see that
E E ~o in(A E Ro)Si (rJr) == SeA r) and So (rJr) = SeA r) - E
Ri inCA Ri)
Resonances of expression (218) are obtained by considering the Wronskian
(221)
Again, one has r We (r) =constant. A zero ofthe dominatorofthe Ihs ofEq. (218) corresponds
to WeeR) == 0, which implies We(Ro) == O. Since by the definition (58) C~(rJRo) == 0 with
Co(lJRo) =1= 0, from Eq. (221) it follows that C; (rJRo) == 0, i.e.
whose roots are rJ2 == -A2 == -AH2 or w2 == QH2 == AH2 + ~2. This result was anticipated
when writing G(AH2) and QH2 in the rhs of Eq. (218).
When Weer) == 0, the functions Ci(rJr), Co(rJr) are no longer independent solutions of
Bessel differential equation; in this case from Eq. (221)
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C~(1]r) = 0 at r = Ri and r = Ro
which shows that up to a constant factor the functions Ci (1]r ) , Co (1]r) are identical to the
function C(AH r) defined in Eq. (84). Taking 1] = j AH , it is easy to see that
Expression ofCoupling Impedance as a Sum ofResonant Terms
In order to continue the proof of equivalence, the complete expression for the coupling
impedance from matching on a vertical plane is now written as a sum of resonant terms by
using Eqs. (216) and (218) in Eq. (215):
(222)
The first and last terms combine into
so that Eq. (222) becomes, with (QE2 - ~2) = AE2,
(223)
The expression for the coupling impedance from eigenfunction expansion in Eq. (116)
where v is replaced by w/v will be identical to Eq. (223) if
(224)
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N H = _1_ [(r2 _ ~) C2(A Hr)]RO (227)
2wR AH2 Ri
- Fi~:2) and - Gi~:2) are the residues of the lhs of Eqs. (216) and (218) at their respective
poles w2 = QE2 and w2 = QH2, i.e at 1]2 = -AE2 and 1]2 = -AH2.
Completion of the proof thus requires the determination of the residues in Eqs. (216) and
(218) and verification of the identities it! Eqs. (224) and (225).
Determination of the Residues
Computation of F(A E2 ). We have to expand Ws(r) defined by Eq. (219) about a zero
1]2 = -AE2. With the definitions (57) and (58), we first observe that
and









+ 1]r SI/( )S~(1]r) i 1]r
So (1]r) I~ C~(1]r)
From Bessel differential equation (220) the second term in the rhs is simply - Ws (r); the
first and third terms can be rearranged as
~ Co (1]r) I+ r ISo(1]r)
~ C~(1]r) S~(1]r)
~ Ci (1]r) I'
~ C;(1]r)
(228)
In the rhs of Eq. (228), all terms are of the form r x Wronskian and are thus independent
of r. Taking the second term at r = Ro and the third term at r = Ri we obtain
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From Eqs. (57), (58)
hence
(229)
At a zero of Ws(r), YJ2 == YJ5 == -AE2 and
In the vicinity of YJo,
(230)
aWs 1 aWs 2 2 1 aWS E2 2Ws(R) == -(YJ - YJo) + ... == --(YJ - YJo) + ... == - -(Q - w ) + ...
aYJ 2YJo aYJ 2YJ aYJ
and the Ihs ofEq. (216) becomes
v ~i(YJR)So(YJR) 1
- ~ 2~R [r 2S~ (ryr) S~ (ryr) ]~; QE2 - (J)2
hence
F()..E2) = _~ Si(T/R)So(T/R)
2~ [r 2S; (YJr) S~ (YJr) ]~;
This expression is invariant under any change of scale in Si (YJr) or So (YJr); therefore both
functions can be replaced by SeA E r ). Remarking that
[
d ]2 [d]2 2[S/(YJr)]2 == --S(YJr) == - --E-S(AEr) == - [s/(AEr)]
d(YJr) d(A r)
we finally obtain with Eq. (226)
which proves Eq. (224).
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Computation of G(AH2). We have to expand Wc(r) defined by Eq. (221) about a zero
1J2 = -AH2. With the definitions (57), (58) we first observe that
a
1J a1J Ci,o(W) = Ci,o(1Jr ) + WC;,o(1Jr )
+ 1JRi,01JJRRi,o[Kn(1Jr)I;(1JRi,o) - In(1Jr)K~(1JRi,o)]
With Bessel differential equation (220), I~ (1JRi,o) and K~ (1JRi,o) in the last term can be
substituted so that
Similarly
1J aa1J C;,o(W) = C;,o(W) + W 1JJR Ri,o[K:(W)I~(1JRi,o) - I:(1Jr)K~(1JRi,o)]
hence
(232)
Using Eqs. (221), (231) and (232) we have
a RiRo I(1J2Rl+n2)Si(1Jr) (1J2R;+n2)So(1Jr ) I RiRo
1J--2- Wc(r) = - -2- Wc (r)
a1J R IJi C; (1Jr) ~ C~ (1Jr) R
I
IJiCi(1Jr) ~Co(1Jr) I
(1J2 Rl + n2)S;(1Jr) (1J2 R; + n2)S~(1Jr)
Rearranging the terms:
(233)
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In the rhs of Eq. (233) all terms are of the form r x Wronskian and are thus independent of
r. Taking the second term at r = Ro and the third term at r = Ri we obtain
a RiRo
nr---W (r)
'/ a1] R2 e
RiRo
= ---rW (r)R2 e
any r
2 2 2 Ro I+ (1] Ri +n )Ri-Co(1]Ri)Si(1] Ri)R
Using Eq. (229) this becomes
1J2r OO1J Wc(r) I = -WWc(r)1 _(1]2R; + n2)Ci(1]Ro)Co(1]Ro)
any r any r
At a zero of Weer), 1]2 = 1]5 = -AH2 and
R 001J Wc(R) = - [ (r2 + ::) Ci (W)Co(1Jr)]:~
In the vicinity of 1]0,
aWe 1 aWe H2 2
We(R)=-(1]-1]o)+ ... =--(Q -w)+ ...
a1] 21] 01]
and the lhs ofEq. (218) becomes
v C;(1]R)C~(1]R) 1
-~ 1 [( n2) ]RO QH2 - w2




G(A ) = -v R
1 [( 2 n2 ) .] 02R r + rJ2 Ci(1]r)Co(1]r) Ri
This expression is invariant under any change of scale in Ci (1]r) or Co(1]r); therefore
both functions can be replaced by e(AH r). Remarking that
[C
'
(1]r)]2 = -re' (AHr)]2
we finally obtain with Eq. (227)
which proves Eq. (225).
